INTRODUCTION
In Part I, Lie rootsystems R of characteristic p > 3 are introduced, with axioms corresponding to properties of the set R of roots (with 0) of a Lie algebra L. More specifically, axioms for R are chosen to reflect com-binatorial structure of R determined by representations of simple restricted rank 1 subquotients of L compatible with R. Accordingly, Lie rootsystems appear as the rootsets of the symmetric Lie algebras studied in Part II, Sections 7-12. Since the simple restricted rank 1 Lie algebras are A, (classical) and IV, (Witt), each nonzero root of a Lie rootsystem R is assumed to be either classical, R n Za = (0, f a}, or Witt, La c R. It is shown in Theorem 2.5 that all roots are classical if and only if R is isomorphic as groupoid to a rootsystem in the sense of Bourbaki [l] . This theorem is proved for symmetrysets in Winter [7] , except when the characteristic is 5 or 7, and the cases p = 5 and p = 7 are resolved by the development, given in Section 1, of an extension to symmetrysets of teh Mills [2] theory of classical Lie algebras of characterisics 5 and 7.
Rank 1 Lie rootsystems R are shown, in Theorem 2.6, to be either A, or a group, which corresponds to the classification, recently announced by Georgia Benkart and J. Marschall Osborn, of rank one simple Lie algebras.
The irreducible rank 2 Lie rootsystems defined over Z, are classified in Section 3. This classification leads to the determination of all possible pairs of Z,-independent roots a, b of any Lie rootsystem R, given in Table 3 .1 for a, b k-independent and by Theorem 2.6 for a, b k-dependent.
Base, closure and core are discussed for Lie rootsystem R, and it is shown that any collapse in the passage R + Core R = R, is a Lie rootsystem of type S,. This result, given in Theorem 5.3 , is used in the passage from a Lie algebra L = C,, R L, to Core L= L"/Nil L"' = xuoCCore R (Core L), for the identification of toral Lie algebras.
Whenever R,,(a) = {b -ra,..., b + qa} is bounded, the Cartan integer a*(b) = r -q may be used in place of the axiomatically specified a'(b) E Z,, as in the case of b*(a) with b in the set R' of classical roots, in all cases except the anomaly, type T,. In Section 6 we consider Lie rootsystems R excluding T,, that is, Lie rootsystems which involve only the first 10 of the 11 possible classes of roots. We then use the rank 2 classification of Lie rootsystems above and the closure and homomorphism theory of Winter [ 161 to prove the following theorem which reduces the problem of determining R to that of determining all Witt rootsystems R" (only Witt roots occur) and all Wittclassical amalgamations R c R" + R' with R", R' Witt and classical rootsystems, respectively: ut RO.he R' u+heR where R, = I-b, 0, 6) of type A,.
DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Let R be a Lie rootsystem excluding T, and let al ,..., 8, be a base for the classical Lie rootsystem ii. Then R' = {nlal + ... + n,a,ln, E Z, n, a, + . + nrar E R} is a classical rootsystem isomorphic to R, R0 is a Witt rootsystem and R c R'+ R '. In Part II, Sections 7-12, Lie algebras L = CrrER L, of characteristic p > 3 are studied by studying their rootsystems and using the abstract theory of rootsystems developed in Part I. Structural preliminaries are given in Sections 7 and 8. Toral Lie algebras L = C, E R L, are discussed in Section 9. It is shown for p > 5 "toral Lie algebras are classified by classical-Albert-Zassenhaus
Lie algebras up to isomorphism of rootsystems" by showing that the core Core L = LX/Nil L" of a toral Lie algebra L = C, E R L, is a classicallAlberttZassenhaus Lie algebra whose rootsystem is isomorphic to the rootsystem R of L I. ROOTSYSTEMS
SYMMETRYSETS
Let G be an abelian group with additively written product a + b. For any finite subset S of G, we regard S as groupoid: a + b E S only for certain a, be S. For bE S, aEG, we let S,(a)= {b-ra ,..., b+ qa} be the equivalence class of b in S determined by the equivalence relation generated by the relation {(c, c + a)lc, c + a E S}. We call S,(a) the a-orbit of b and q+ r the length L(S,(a)) of S,(a). If b-(r-1) a$S and b + (q + 1) a +! S, we may say that S,(a) is a bounded a-orbit.
For a bounded a-orbit S,(a), we define the Cartan integer a*(b) = r-q, and the reflection r, reversing St,(a) by r,(b + ia) = b + (q-r-i) a = (b + ia) -a*(b + ia) a(b + ia E St,(a)).
For any finite subset R of G, an automorphism of R (as groupoid) is a bijection r: R + R such that a + b E R if and only if r(a) + r(b) E R, in which case r(a+b) = r(a)+ r(b), for all a, /IE R. The group of such automorphisms of R is denoted Aut R. For a E R -{ 0}, a symmetry of R at a is an automorphism s, of R which stabilzes all u-orbits R,(a) (b E R) such that s,(u) = --a.
A symmetryset of G is a finite subset R of G containing 0 having a symmetry s, of R at a for each a E R -{O}. Since s, stabilizes R,(a), we have s,(b) = b -u'(b) a; where u'(b) E Z,,, (ring of integers modulo the order (a( of a, set equal to 0 if a has infinite order).
Henceforth, in this section, we assume that R is a symmetryset of G which is reduced, that is, 2u$ R for all UE R-{O}. Since R,(u) = { -ru,..., 0, u} is s,-stable, it is {-u, 0, u}. Note that u'(b+c)= u'(b) + u"(c) for all b, c, b + CE R, a E R -{0}, and that s,(b) = r,(b) and u'(b) u=u*(b) a if the u-orbit Rb(u) is bounded.
For any abelian group A, we let Hom(R, A) be the set of homomorphisms f from R to A : jj a + b) = f(u) + f(b) for all a, b, a + b E R. Thus u" E Hom(R, Z,,,) for all a E R -{O}. In this section, we prove, in the absence of certain torsion, that a* lifts u" to a* E Hom(R, Z) for
We begin by stating the following generalization of a decisive result of Seligman [S] , proved along similar lines.
THEOREM (Winter [16]).
If G has no 2 torsion, then L(R,(u)) 6 3 and la*(b)/ 6 3 for all UE R-{0}, be R. If G has no 2, 3, 5, 7 torsion, then a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R -(0).
Henceforth, we assume that G has no 2 torsion, so that all orbits in R are bounded of length at most 3. It follows that (-u)*(b) = a*( -b) = -u*(b) (UE R -{0}, b E R). Note also that u*(u) = 2, since R is reduced. We now state generalizations of results of Mills [2] , whose proofs carry over withou difficulty, except for Lemma 1.5 , which is reformulated and proved in this paper (cf. Lemmas B, A, D, G of Mills [2] for 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, below). [2] ). Let a, bE R-(0) with a# +b. Then 0 6 u*(b) b*(u) < 3.
LEMMA (Seligman

LEMMA (Mills [2]).
Let a, b E R -(0). Then u*(b) >, 2 3 a + b $ R and u*(b) < -2 j a -b +! R. 1 . 4 . THEOREM (Mills [2] ). Suppose that G has no torsion other than 7 Finally, we turn to results of Mills [2] for characteristic 5 . These results are proved using elements h, in a Lie algebra L. We bypass use of the Lie algebra, in order to generalize and simplify the Mills [2] theory, by defining counterparts h,, h,, etc., in terms of R alone, namely: h, = a', h,= -b0/2, h,+b=h,+hb, h,+,,=h,+2h,, h,+,,=h,+3h,, h2u+3h=
2h, + 3h, in Hom(R, Z,).
LEMMA.
Suppose that G is a vector space over Z,. Let a, b E R -{O> such that b*(a) = - 3. Then (1) a + b, a + 2b, a + 3b, 2a + 3b are nonzero roots; (1) is proved as in Mills [2] . For (2) we have h,(a) = so(a) =
h,(a) + 3h,(b) + 3h,(a) + 9h,(b) = 2 -3 -3 -9 = 2 and h2u+ ,,(2a + 3b) = (2h, + 3h,)(2a + 3b) = 4h,(a)+6hU(b)+6h,(a)+9h,(b) = 8-6-6-9-2. 1
Using the above result, the following theorem can now be proved along the same lines as its counterpart in Mills [2] . 1.6 . THEOREM. Suppose that G is a vector space over Z,. Let We now can prove the following theorem needed for this paper. 1.8 . THEOREM.
Let R be a reduced symmetryset of G and suppose that G has no 2, 3, 5, 7 torsion, or that G is a vector space over Z, or Z,. Then R is a rootsystem.
Proof: This follows from the above theorem, since a* E Hom(R, Z) for all aE R-(0) by Theorems 1.1, 1.4, 1.6. 1 The following corollary to Theorem 1.1 is also needed.
COROLLARY.
Let R be a reduced symmetryset in Z, whose symmetries are the reversals r,(b) = -b(a E R -{ 0}, b E R). Then R = {O> or R={-a,O,a).
Proof: Suppose that a E R -(0) and choose k minimal with Otherwise, R has exactly two a-orbits R = { -a, 0, a} w {ka,..., (p -k) a}, since R,,(a) = {ka,..., (p-k)a) and, consequently R,,(a) contains every a-orbit except { -a, 0, a} by the minimality of k. Repeat the above argument, replacing a by ka, and observe that R = { -ka, 0, ka} u {k(ka),..., (p-k) ka}, by counting. By Theorem 1.1, the length m of the second orbit is 0, 1, 2 or 3. Hence, its cardinality is 1,2, 3 or 4 with 1, 3 eliminated since 0 does not occur. Thus, m = 2 or 4. It follows that k = (p -1)/2 or k = (p -3)/2. Consequently, ((p + 1)/2) a # R. But then a = 2((p + 1)/2) a) $ R, which is not possible since R is reduced. We conclude that R has only one a-orbit, namely { -a, 0, a}. i 2. R~~TSYSTEMS 2.1. DEFINITION. A rootsystem is a pair (V, R), where V is a vectorspace and R is a finite subset of V containing 0 which has a symmetry r,(v) = v-a"(v)a (UE V) for each aER-{0}:
(1) a0 E Hom,( V, k) and a"(a) = 2; (2) r,(R,(a)) = R,(a) for every bounded a-orbit R,(a) (b E R).
We also assume that R spans P'.
The rank of (I', R) is the dimension of the span V= kR of R. The Z-rank of R is the rank of the groupoid dual Hom(R, Z).
We let Ra=RnZa and define the set R'={aER-{O}lRa= { -a, 0, a} } of classical roots, and the set R" = {a E RI Rax Za} of Witt roots.
DEFINITION.
A Lie rootsystem is a rootsystem (V, R) such that R = R" u R' and R,(a) has 1 or p -1 or p elements for every a E R" -{0}, b E R.
We call the orbits R,(a) (a E R' b E R) classical orbits, and the orbits R,(a) (aE R"-{0}, b E R) Witt orbits. Accordingly, a rootsystem is a Lie rootsystem if all roots are either classical or Witt and every Witt orbit has 1 or p -1 or p elements.
In Winter [ 16, Sect. 43 , it is noted that if 2a, 2(6 + a), 2(b + 3a) 4 R, then R,(a) does not contain a, b + a, b + 2a, b + 3a, b +4a and therefore, is bounded of length at most 3. Thus, orbits R,(a) of length greater than three exist only when R" contains one of a, b + a, b + 3~7. It follows that if R" is a group, that is, R" + R" = R", then R,(a) with b E R" has length greater than three only for a E R".
PROPOSITION.
Let R" be a group, b E R" and R,(a) # {b}. Then:
( 1) for p > 5, a E R" if and only if R,(a) has p -1 or p elements;
By the same argument, it follos that R = R' u 10) if and only if every orbit R,(a) (UE R -{0}, b E R) is bounded, in which case the Lie rootsystem R is a reduced symmetryset.
DEFINITION.
A classical rootsystem is a Lie rootsystem all of whose nonzero roots aere classical, that is, R = R'u (0).
We can now restate Theorem 1.8 as follows.
THEOREM.
A rootsystem (V, R) is classical if and only if R is isomorphic as groupoid to a reduced rootsystem in the sense of Bourbaki with 0 added, In the next section, we classify the rank two Lie rootsystems Rab = R n (Za + Zb) up to isomorphism. All turn out to be symmetry sets. At the same time, only two rank 1 Lie rootsystem are symmetrysets, namely A, and IV,. Accordingly, we refer to A, and W, as the Lie rootsystems of rank 1 defined over Z,. The general situation for rank one is as follows. and write b=ma, where mEk (which is possible since R is of rank 1). If R,(a) is bounded, then a'(b) = 2m is in the prime field Z, = Zl, so that b = ma is in Za = R,(a). But then R,(a)= Ro(a) = Ba and R,(a) is not bounded, a contradiction. Thus, R,(a)=Za+b.
Iterating, we have R"+ Rc R, R"+ R"+ Rc R ,..., G=R"+ . . . + R" (n times) c R. Since R is finite, G is a group for some n. Since every subgroup of R is in R", G = R" and R" is a group. Next, let UERO-{0}, bER-(0) and consider R,(b). If it is unbonded, we have be R", by Proposition 2. 3 . Suppose that it is bounded: R,(b) = {u -rb,..., a + qb} = R,(b) = {c,..., c + (r + q) b}. Then b'(c) = -(r + q) E H,. We may write c = sb with s E k, by invoking "rank 1," so that 2s = r + q and s E Z,. Then we have bER": c=sb~H,b=>a=c+rb~Z,b~Z,b=Z,acR"~ b E R". Thus, an element b E R -(01 is in R" in all cases, so that R = R" if and only if R" is nonzero. Suppose, finally, that R" = {0}, so that R = R' u (0). By the remarks preceding Definition 2.4, each orbit R,(a) is bounded: R,(a) = {b -ra,. 
where A= { (0, 0), + (n, -n)} (1 < n < p -1 ), the irreducible rank 2 nonclassical Lie rootsystems defined over Z,. To see that W@A = Za-buna+Ou Za + b, S2 and T,(n) are Lie rootsystems, we define the symmetries r,(b) = b -co(b) c in the three cases W@ A. SZ, T,(n) by specifying the appropriate Cartan functions co E Hom(ZZ,, Z,):
(n, -n)"( 1,0) = anything. A rootsystem (V, R) is defined over k, if R is contained in some Z,-form Vzp of V: any Z,-basis for V, is a k-basis for V. P The following propositions are straightforward. In the first proposition, Ra , ,..., a,, = R n (Za, + . . . Za,).
2. 8 . PROPOSITION. A Lie rootsystem R of rank n is defined over 77, if and only ifR=Ra, . . . a,, for some a, ,..., a, E R.
2. 9 . PROPOSTION. For a, b E R and R,(a) bounded, a'(b) is in ZD.
CLASSIFICATION OF LIE ROOTSYSTEMS OF RANK 2
We now determine Recognition Properties for all possible k-independent pairs a, b of roots in a Lie rootsystem R, and classify all corresponding Lie rootsystems Rab of rank 2 up to isomorphism. The results are given in Table I , the irreducible rootsystems of rank 2 defined over Z,, being A,, B,, Here and in the sequel, we decompose a rootsystem into its irreducible components as follows. We say that SC R is closed if OE S, S= -S and a + b E S whenever a, b E S and a + b E R. If 
PROPOSITION.
The irreducible components R, of a Lie rootsystem are Lie rootsystems.
We begin with the following theorem, which establishes Recognition Conditions 1, 5,6. It is proved in the cases of a E R", b E R needed for the ensuing rank 2 classification. The case UE R' then follows from the classification.
THEOREM.
Let R be a Lie rootsystem and let a, b E R -{Oj. Then Rub = Ru u Rb with Ran Rb = (0) if and only if R,,(a) = {hf.
ProojI For one direction, note that af bE R,(u)c Rat Zu, say, implies that Rub = { -a, 0, u} or Za and R,,(a) = Rab.
For the other direction, suppose first that a E R", b E R' and R,(a) = {b}. Thus, we know that a f b $ R. We claim that R = Ra u Rb, Ra n Rb = (0). Suppose, otherwise, that there exist b'= ra+sb~ R with r, s#O. We claim It follows that R,,(a) # {b'} and, therefore, has p or p -1 elements, by Definition 2.2, since a E R". We refer to Table II in what follows.
Note that R,,(a) is contained in Column C,, among the columns Co = Column 0 ,..., C-, = C,-, = Column p -1 of Table II , each of which has at most p-elements. Since R n C, l exclude f (b -a), f (b + a), we must have s # f 1. Thus, since b E R', we-have sb # R and sb I# R,.(a). These constraints force R,,(a) = Z(a) + sb -(sb}. Moreover, the constraint s # +l forces R,. (b) to have fewer than p-elements, so that h" = def r,,(b') = ru -sb E R.
Repeating the above argument, we have R,,,(a) = Za -sb -{ -sb}. Thus, 
= {b')*a*(b') = O=z-0 = a*(ra) = 2r * r = 0. Similarly, no a' = a + sb (s # 0) is in R. But then every column C, excludes sb f a, so that each R,(u) is (b'} for b'E C,-{sb}, which is impossible since 0 = u*(b') = u*(sb + vu) = 2r implies r = 0. Thus,
The remaining case a, b E R' is not needed for the rank 2 classification given below. Applying this classification, we need only observe that one of the conditions R,(u) = {b) or u*(b) = 0 is not met for each pair 2, 3, 4, 9, to complete the proof. Proof: Let R be nonclassical, irreducible and not one of W, W@ A, W,. We claim that R is S, or T2, as asserted. Since R is not classical it is not reduced, by Theorem 1.8, so that there exists aE R" by Definition 2.2. We know that R is an irreducible rank 2 rootsystem defined over Z,. Letting V be the Z,-span of R, we have R c Zu + Zh = V for any be V-&z.
Suppose first that (b + Za) n R = @ for some bc V-Bu. Then c E R -Za implies that c 4 R", so that c E R'. But then it follows from the proven part of Theorem 3.3 that c + Zu E R, so that R 2 Zu + { -c, 0, c} = W@ A. Moreover, any element de R -Za has the form d = r(c + tu) with c+taeR' (just as in the above case r=l, t=O), so that r= rfrl and dE fc+Za.
It follows that R= W@A. Suppose next that (b + Za)n R # @ for every by V-Za. Then (b + Za) n R has more than one element for every h E V-Za, by Theorem 3.2 and the irreducibility of R. But then (b + Za) n R has at least p -1 elements for every b E V-Za, by Definition 2.2. Take c E V -Za with Zc n R as small as possible. Then R c La + Zc and Zc n R has one or three or p elements. If Zc n R has p elements, then R = W,. If Zc n R has only one element, namely 0, then each set (Za + jc) n R (j # 0) has exactly p -1 elements in it and R = ((Ha + Zc) -Zc) u { 0) = S,. In the remaining case, Zc n R has three elements, which we may take to be { -c, 0, c} with no loss in generality. Then R contains ia + jc when i # 0 and j # + 1. It follows that R contains four or more, hence all p, mulitples of every b E V-Zc. Thus, R=(Za+Zc-Zc)u{-c,O,c}=T,. 
It follows that V@ W, ROS)
is a rootsystem, provided that R is a group (Table III) 
DEFINITION.
We define base for a Lie rootsystem (P', R) to be a basis 7c = {a, ,..., a,} for V contained in R such that (1) if Ruiuj is type A,, B,, or G,, then the diagram for ai, ui is
and R+(x) is the set of those a E R for which there exist a,,,..., uj, E n such that c,'=, u,/ER for 1 <r<s and u=C;=, a,,.
In characteristic 0, this is the usual concept of base, since condition (1) implies that (a,, a,) < 0 for all i #j and condition (1) implies condition (2) .
If R has base a, ,..., a,, then W,@ R has base b, ,..., b,, a, ,..., a,, where b i,..., b, is a basis for W,,, as a group. And S, + R (m > n) has base a1 ,..., a, 9 a, + 1 ,..., a, obtained by taking any a E S,, forming the independent set u+u ,,..., US a,, a, showing that it is part of a base u+u ,,..., a + u,, a = a,, + , )...) a, for S, and then returning to a, ,..., a,,, a,,, , ,..., a,.
A Lie rootsystem (V, R) which has a base is said to be regular.
A Lie rootsystem (I', R) need not be regular. In fact, a classical rootsystem (V, R) of type A,, where pl(r + 1) need not be regular, since it is possible that dim v' cr. We illustrate this by describing two rootsystems (V, R), (I", R') of type A, (pl(r+ 1)) with (V, R) regular and (v', R') not regular. For this, let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, let e,,..., e, be the basis of k'+' with coordinate conditions (e,), = 6,, let R = { ei-e,ji # j, 06i,j~rj,let71=(u,(l~i~r} withu,=e,-,-tjandlet Vbethek-span of R. Then (I', R) is a rootsystem of type A,, 7c is a basis for (V, R) in the sense of Definition 4.1 and (V, R) is regular. Next, assuming that plr + 1, note that V contains e, + ... + e, and pass to quotients of V modulo We0 + . . . + e,). Let f(u) = u + k(e, + . . . + e,) be the quotient map and define u'=f(u), V'= (v'lu~ I'}, R'= {a'lu~R}. Then (V', R') is a rootsystem of type A, and f: R -+ R' is an isomorphism of groupoids. Since a dimension is lost in passing from I/ to v', x' is not a basis for I" and (v', R') is not regular.
To bypass this pathology for classical rootsystems (V, R), we pass to their k-closures (H*, R), described below. This passage corresponds, for certain Lie algebras L, to passage to certain Lie algebras H* + ad L" of derivations, H* = Hom(R, k), where [h*, x] = h*(a) x for a E R, x E L,, h* E H*. When L is classical, this Lie algebra is Der L = H* + ad L, which, since L is centerless and idempotent, is complete by Schenkman [7] . 4 . 3 . DEFINITION. H=Hom(R,
for all a, b, a + b E R} is called the Curtun space of (I', R) and H, denotes the k-span of its subset { u"( R 1 a E R -(0) }. The groupoid homomorphism R + H* = Hom,( H, k) which sends a E R to 5 E H* defined by Z(f) =f(u) is called the k-closure homomorphism, and R = ala E R} is the set of roots of the Cartan space H.
We identify u" and u'/R. Then the k-closure (H*, a) of (V, R) is a rootsystem with Cartan functions a'(6) = a'(b) and symmetries r,(6) = r,(b) (a, b E R, 2 # 0).
Using k-closures and regular functions, we show in Theorem 4.6 that we can pass from a classical rootsystem (V, R) that may not be regular to an isomorphic rootsystem (H*, 8) which is regular.
If the k-closure homomorphism R --+ k is an isomorphism of groupoids, and if it can be extended to an isomorphism of vector-spaces from V to H*, then we say that (V, R) coincides, up to identification, with its k-closure. 4 . 4 . DEFINITION. (V, R) is k-closed if (V, R) coincides, up to identifications, with its k-closure.
It is convenient to have passed from a rootsystem (I', R) to its k-closure (H*, R), in order to have realized all latent independence among roots, as in the case of passage from A,(k) (plr + 1) covered by Theorem 4.6 below. Moreover, R is isomorphic to R in the absence of the rootsystem S,, in which case we may simplify notation and work with the closed rootsystem (H*, R) with R c H*, u" =def h,E H, and a'(b) = b(h,) E k for all a E R -{O}. This is proved in Theorem 5. 4 .
We recall from Winter We observe that the closure (H*, R) of a classical rootsystem R is a regular rootsystem R isomorphic to R as groupoid such that n+(f) = {G I ,..., a,} is a base for i? for any regular function f E H, on R. For this, define die Hom(R, Z) such that a,(,,) = 6, (1 < i,j< r). This is possible since 7r+(f) = { d,,..., ci?} is a base for fi, where?E Hom($ Z) is defined by f(Li)=f(a) (aE R). Th en define di: R -+ K by taking di(a) to be aJ6) reduced modulo p. Then d,(a,) = 6,, so that m is a basis for R and R is a regular rootsystem isomorphic to R.
THEOREM.
The closure (H*, R) of a classical rootsystem (V, R) is a regular rootsystem with R isomorphic to R as groupoid and base 75 = z + (f ).
RIGIDITY AND COLLAPSE UNDER CORE
In studying a rootsystem R of Lie algebra L, it is important to understand the passage from R to Core R and from L to Core L = LX/Nil L". For this, we further develop concepts introduced in Definition 4.3.
DEFINITION.
The core of a rootsystem ( V, R) is (Hz,, R, ), where Core R= R, = {a,laE R) and a, = ?ilH,. Here, a-5 is the closure map and H, is the k-span of {a"laER-{O}}. We call RwR,, sending a to am (UE R), the core map. If the core map is bijective, we say that R is rigid.
The following proposition is evident.
PROPOSITION.
If R is rigid, the closure mapping is an isomorphisnz.
We say that a set {a,,..., a,} (n32) of n distinct roots collapse if a -...
la0 -=a IlO2
The following theorem on collapse shows that R is rigid (has no collapse) if R has no rootsystem Rub of type S,. 5 (2) each li E ff -(6) has an associated symmetry rB E Aut.(iWff) defined as r, = i,, where 3 E Aut Iw iwfi is as defined below for s E Aut R. Here,wedefines^=~**l.a,wheres*EAut~Hands**EAut,H*arethe udjoints of s, s*: s*(f) =fos(SE h), s** (g)= gos*(gE H*), s*(b) = s**(d) = cios*, s*(h)(f) = LjoS*(f) = (s*(f))(u) = (f~S)(U) = f@(u)) = s&)(f) (UE R, f E H). Thus, s*(d) =sG) and rd(6) = rzb). Henceforth, we assume that no pair of type T, occurs in R. We then proceed to prove the Decomposition Theorem announced in the Introduction. 6 .2. THEOREM.
Let R be a Lie rootsystem excluding T, and let 6, ,..., (2, be a base for the classical rootsystem 8. Then S= (n,u, + ... +n,u,lni~Z, n,ri, + . . ' + n,ci, E a> is a classical rootsystem isomorphic to fi and R c R, + S, where R, is a Witt rootsystem given by R, = (u E RI& = 6). Table I Consider the Z-closure mapping R -+R= {blur R} described in Section 4, which is a groupoid homomorphism from R to the classical rootsystem R. Note that d = hofu) = f(b) for all f E H= Hom(R, [wk We claim that R" = (a~ Rlu is a Witt root} is the kernel {a~ Rjci = 0) of R + 8. Since ci, 2ri ,..., (p -1) ci E R for a E R", and since R is classical, we have ci = 0 for a E R". Next, let b E R'. Then b* E H = Hom(R, OX), as observed above, so that &b*) = b*(b)=2.
ProoJ From
It follows that 6#6. Thus, R" = R -R' is the kernel {a E RJci = o} as asserted.
Since R" consists of Witt roots, and since {a E Rlci = 0) is a Lie rootsystem, R" is a Witt Lie rootsystem.
We now construct a copy S of the classical rootsystem 2 in R such that R c R" + S. A part of this construction was done in collaboration with M. Haileh We do not yet know that Cn,u,E R. However, we know that some element of R,.(u,) maps to C + ri,, and this element, by virtue of its f-value, must be c +u,=Cn,a, =def b. This said, we may conclude that b = Cn,a,E Ri and, moreover, that R/;;-;;j) = R=) = RQ) = Rc(bi), by what was shown above. It remains to show that R,(u,) = Rc(dj) for j # i. If 6-bjd?+, we argue by induction, just a% the case j= i above. If 6-ci,$ k+, then b -aj$ R, in which case R,(a,) = RK($, since a,*(b) = ci, * (6) , with details as in the similar case encountered above. We conclude, by induction that S' c R+ and R$) = RJ(~) = R,(a,) for b E St, as asserted.
Implicitly derived in the above considerations is the decisive identity 6 = xn,$, valid fo r any CniuiE iI' and b=CnicES+. This is based on the implicit iterative construction/reconstruction of elements b E s+/~E R + as b = ui, + . . . + ai, and 8 = ci, + . . + ric, where all partial sums are roots in S+, respectively in fi '. We claim next that R c R" + S. Suppose not, and take b E R+ -(R" + S) with f(b) minimal, noting that 6 E fi +. We claim, firstly, that b -ui E R for some 1 6 i< r. For this, note that Li, ,..., ci,, 6~ ff' are linearly dependent and (2, G) < 0 for all 1~ i # j < r, so that (6,;) > 0 for some i. But then (6, ai) > 0 for some i, so that b-a, E R. Next, we observe that b E R" + S, contrary to assumption. In the case 6= ci,, we have b -u, E R (see above) and 6-a^,=a, so that b-a,ER'and b=(b-af)+aiERo+S.
In the case Then l?,=l?n(Zd,+ '.. +Zdk)=kS,~~~8, is a classical rootsystem and i?; l = def (a E R(ci E A,,} is a rootsystem R". Relative to the global closure maps R -+ i?, the same arguments as above show that R" c R"" + R,, where R,, as defined above, is a classical subsystem of R". Both the global closure map and the closure map defined relative to R" map R, isomorphically to the image (closure in either sense) of R".
Taking fi = 72, u . u fi, to be the decomposition of 72 into connected components, and letting R'= R"j and R, = R,, one now easily sees that: Next, take any b E R -R", so that 6 # 6, and take a simple system rZ = Id 1 ?..., Lir} for ff such that b= ~2,. This is possible, since i? is reduced, and a classical rootsystem. In this case, R, as defined above is R, = { -b, 0, hf. We write Rb = Rib) = Rim1 = {u E R(ci E kb}. where R'=R, and a+R,= a + { -b, 0, b}, by the above arguments and the inclusion R c R" + R' established in Theorem 6.2. 7. PRELIMINARIES Throughout Part II of this paper, k denotes a field of characteristic p > 3.
II. LIE ALGEBRAS
The following results of Part I on Lie rootsystems (V, R) and Cartan functions a0 E Hom,( V, k) play key roles in Part II.
PROPOSITION.
A reduced nonzero symmetryset in Z, whose symmetries are the reversals r,(b) = -b must be { -a, 0, a > for some a E ZIP.
THEOREM.
Let R be a classical Lie rootsystem or reduced symmetryset. Then R is isomorphic as groupoid to a rootsystem in the sense of Bourbaki.
Let R have rank 1 . Then R = { -a, 0, a> or R is a subgroup of k +. We need the following theorems on representations of 3 dimensional Lie algebras. Theorem 1.6 is Lemma 11.2.2 of Seligman [S]. 7 . 6 . THEOREM (Seligman). In any L-module V, L a Lie algebra over k, we define (x -a) u = xv -au and (x-u) '+ 'u = (x -a)(x -a)% recursively for x E L, a E k, u E V; and we let V:(x)= {XE V/(x-u)'u=O). 7 
We can now easily prove the following theorem. 8.7 . THEOREM.
Let L be reductive. Then the solvable radical of Der L is contained in Der(L, C). 
A Lie algebra L is complete if L has center 0 and Der L = ad L. 8 . 10 . THEOREM (Schenkman [7] ).
Let L be a Lie algebra over any field such that L = L2 and Center L = 0. Then Der L is complete. 8 . 11 . COROLLARY. Let L be semisimple with L2 = L. Then Der L is complete semisimple. 8 . 12 . COROLLARY. Let L be simple. Then Der L is complete semisimple.
Block [3] defines Socle L as the sum of the minimal ideals of L and shows, for L semisimple, that L -+ ad Lls,,,, L is injective. Up to "adjoint identifications," this shows that Der Socle L > L > Socle L. For L semisimple, Socle L is idempotent and semisimple. Thus, Der Socle L is complete, by Theorem 8. 10. Block [3] determines Der Socle L in terms of the simple Lie algebras of Socle L. 8 . 13 . THEOREM. Let L be semisimple. Then Der I is complete semisimple and Der Ia L > I (up to identifications) for I = L(O"), in fact, for any idempotent ideal I of L containing Socle L. If I is Der L-stable, then Der L is the normalizer qf L in Der I. 9 . REFLECTIVE AND TORAL LIE ALGEBRAS The contents of this section generalize the theory of Seligman [S, Chap. II, Sects. l-41, and set the stage for the remainder of the paper.
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over k with split Cartan subalgebra H = L, and rootspace decomposition L = C,, RLu. Thus, L, = (x E Lj(ad h -a(/~))~'" ' x = 0 for all h E H} for a in the additive group H* of functions from H to K, and R = R(L, H) = (0 E H*(L, # {0) ) is the set of roots of H on L. Let V be an L-module, Vh= (UE Vj(h -~(Iz))~'" " u =0 for all /ZE H} andS(V,H) = {~EH*(V~={O}}, thesetofweightsofHinV. The following representation theorem is equivalent to the two representation theorems 7.6 and 7.7 for three dimensional algebras, as shown in the proof.
Let u E R and let S,(a) = {h -ra,. We let R, be the set of those a E R such that R,(a) is bounded for all b E R. We also define Lz = {x E L,j [h, x] = a(h) I for all h E H).
Let a E R, and suppose that h = [e, ,f] with e E L:, f E Li,. Then We recall the definition of classical Lie algebra. has some nonnilpotent element and R,(a) (b E R) is bounded for all a E R -{O}.
Note that there are no reflective Lie algebras in characteristics 2 and 3, by the boundedness condition.
We [4] for p > 5. 9.7 . PROPOSITION. Let L be torul. Then L" n Center L = Center L" n Center H, and H, is a Curtun subalgebra qf L". Moreover, ad, H, is diugonulizuble.
Proof Each ad h E ad H is diagonalizable on the L,(u E R -{ 0 } ), therefore on the algebra L" generated by them. Thus, [ The following theorem shows that the rough classification of reflective Lie algebras (L, H) by their rootsystems, discussed in the paragraph preceding Theorem 9.5, is equivalent to a rough classification of reflective Lie algebras L by their (classical) cores. The latter classification is independent of a split Cartan subalgebra H of L. The following corollary to Theorem 10.2 is straightforward. In it, ( LNi, R) denotes the ideal of L generated by LNi, R and Core R = R-Nil Ru (0).
COROLLARY.
Let L = x,, R L, be a split Lie algebra of characteristic 0. Then LI(L,i, R) is reductive with rootsystem canonically isomorphic to Core R. 11 . SYMMETRIC LIE ALGEBRAS 11. 1 . DEFINITION The latter condition is equivalent, by Theorem 11.6 , to the condition that the Lie rootsystem R is classical, that is, R = R' u {0}, which in turn is equivalent, by the results stated in Section 7, to the condition that the orbits R,(a) (a E R -{O}, b E R) of the Lie rootsystem R are all bounded. 1 We close by noting that part of Theorem 9.5 generalizes as follows, by the same arguments. 
EXCLUSION OF SUBTYPES OF R AND L
Let R be a Lie rootsystem and/or L = C, E R L, a symmetric Lie algebra. We have observed that L is reflective and Core L is classical if and only if R is classical: R has no Ra = R n La of type W, The latter condition can be restated "R excludes W," in the following language. 12.1. DEFINITION One direction for both (1) and (2) 
